
 

Central Texas Myofascial Release Bladder Diary Instructions 

If you are having any bladder or urinary issues, complete and accurate reporting on this 
bladder diary is an ESSENTIAL part of your Physical Therapy Plan of Care. 

This is a great tool that can be completed before your treatment and even again after 
your treatment is in progress to monitor changes and improvements.  It is also a way 
for your therapist to understand some behaviors and food/beverage choices that can be 
adjusted to help your bladder.  PLEASE RECORD FOR THREE DAYS 
The essential parts of the diary: 
Time of day: lets your therapist know how often you are using the rest room. 
Type and Intake of fluid:  This is a biggie.  Please monitor what you are drinking and 
  how much of it.  
Food: Basic type of food you ate, not specific amounts i.e.: spaghetti with sauce 
Urination:  How much you are urinating when you go.  Measuring in a collection/ 
 measuring device usually is not convenient, although if you have access-go for it!  
 Without this, please count 1 One Thousand, 2 One Thousand, etc. and write  
 down the number of seconds you are urinating. 
The Urgency of needing to urinate:  Rate this from 1-5  
  1- I felt no need to empty my bladder but I did so for other reasons 
  2- I could postpone voiding (emptying my bladder) as long as necessary  
   without fear of wetting myself. 
  3- I could postpone voiding for a short while, without fear of wetting  
   myself  
  4- I could not postpone voiding but had to rush to the toilet in order not   
   to wet myself 
  5- I leaked before arriving to the toilet (please indicate amount as  
   indicated) 
   5A- Just a few drops in my underwear 
   5B- My underwear was wet and needed to be changed 
   5C- Urine soaked through underwear to pants 
   5D- Pants wet and needed to be changed 
   5E- wet my Pad  
   5F- saturated my Pad and needed to be changed 



 

Bowel Movements:  I know this may seem strange, but the quality of your stool can 
affect your bladder function.  Please indicate when you have a bowel movement, if it is 
small, medium or large for you, and the number that most resembles your Bowel 
Movement per the Bristol Stool Chart.  Yes, I realize that means you have to look at 
your poop.  And yes, I know this makes some people uncomfortable.  For the sake of 
your bladder, please try. 

   !  
LEAKAGE: If you leak with activities such as running, jumping, entering your house, 
please indicate when you leaked, what you were doing, and use the 5A-5F scale above 
BOTTOM OF THE PAGE: Please indicate the total number of times you urinated that  
 day, and then number of pads (if used) that used. 
     Happy Recording! 



Please print 3 copies of this page and complete diary for 3 days.  Bring completed form to 
your next therapy appointment.
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